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Report on the Conference Mexican Human Rights and Security: Policy Options for Canada
March 1998
Dr. James Rochlin, Okanagan University College

Speakers at this conference included Ms Mariclaire Acosta Urquidi, Mexican Commission for the
Defence and Promotion of Human Rights; Dr. Donald Schulz, Strategie Studies Division,
Americas Branch, US Army War College; Professor John Foster, College of Law, University of
Saskatchewan; Professor John Saxe-Femnandez, Department of Economics, National Autonomous
University of Mexico, and Dr. James Rochlin, Okanagan University College.

Highlights of the presentations and discussions include: growing awareness of the human rights
problem in Mexico; escalation of the human rights problem, with abuses committed by the police
and paramilitary forces; Chiapas receiving most attention about human rights abuses in Mexico at
the expense of other regions; human rights abuses partly in consequence to maldistribution of
income; the danger of the militarisation of Mexico due to corruption in the military; the role of
NGOs in the struggle to promote human rights throughout the Americas; economic underpinnings
of problems associated with security and human rights in Mexico, especially the 'casino
capitalism' nature of the Mexican economy; the relative novelty of researching and discussing
Mexican security and human'rights; the association between the militarisation of Mexico and
human rights abuses and the implications for NAFTA.

Recommendations:

- More research is required on the root of Mexican insecurity and human rights abuses, and the
threats posed to Canada through NAFIA;
- Canada should provide start-up funding for transnational NGO networkds that are key to
Mexican democratisation, and to the struggle for human rights;
- Canada should work through the OAS and the UN to promote human rights in Mexico;
- Canada should give greater consideration in its trade relations with Mexico to the human rights
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The conference on Mexican Human Rights and Security: Po1icy

Options for Canada was a complete success. We gratefully thanked

the Canadian Centre for Foreign Policy Development throughout the

course of the Conference (especially at the beginning and end),

as well as in the advertisements that preceded it.

Attendance and Participation

Based on fairly accurate counts, at the peak we had about

160 people attending on February 13, and at the lowpoint, just

over 100. Because people were coming and going, a total of about

250-300 attended the Conference. Many of these were students and

faculty members. There were also representatives f rom relevant

NGOs throughout the southern interior of British Columbia, as

well as interested members of the public. We took great care to

advertise the Conference in a way that would attract the broadest

on the



Summary of Conference Proceedings (main Points)

1) Ms Mariclaire

A) There is
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believes these forces comprise and are directed by the Mexican

police and military).

D) The increasing militarization of Mexico, especially in the

South, is contributing to human rights abuses and escalating

political problems there. Hence, rather than containing

conflict, it is contributing to it.

E) The Chiapas situation, rather than winding down, is quickly

transforming into a powderkeg. The massacre at Acteal in

December 1997 brought to light the escalating problem of

paramilitary violence, as well as their role in fueling what will

probably be an even more intense cycle of mayhem in the near

future.

F) The recent trend of expulsion of foreigners - especially those

associated with NGOs in Chiapas - has heightened political

tension, and has reduced the element of surveillance which

s in
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agency has been successful in lobbying members of the OAS in.ways
that raise Mexico's human rights profile.

I) Ms Acosta is grateful for funding and other assistance
provided to lier agency by Canadian NGOs. Since she, and other
NGO leaders, have received death threats due to the nature of
their work, trips to Canada and elsewhere provide lier with a
profile that may reduce the credibility of such thrAAM-ý
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since.it is unlikely to restore order in the context of economic

problems, and in southern Mexico, ethnic tension.

D) By far the most serious strategic issue in Mexico is the

involvement of the Mexican military, at the request of the US

government, in the f ight against narcotrafficking.

E) The central problems associated with this revolve around

corruption. Narcotraff jokers can always pay the military more

than they legitimately earn. In effect, the narcotraf fickers buy

off the Mexican military - from top to bottom - so that they

cannot be relied upon to act in the expressed interests of the

Mexican Government, or as reliable cohorts of the US.

F) Thus, the involvement of the Mexican military in the struggle

against narcotrafficking has exacerbated the security crisis in



3) Professor Johni Foster,

Saskatchewan

A) Prof essor Foster provi(

of NGOs in the struaale t-t
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F) Transnational NGO networks can offset what some see as the

potentially negative effeots of NAFTA: a feeling of loss of

political control over local events. These networks may have the

capacity to balance the power, in effect, of transnational

capital.

G) National governments, which sometimes may be reluctant to

respond to grass roots movements, are much more likely to do so

when transnational networks amplif y the specific issue.

4) Professor John Saxe-Fernandez, Dept. 0f Economics, National

Autonomous University of Mexico, Mexico City.
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distrib~ution has been growing more inequitable every

1983 (after the Debt Crisis and the imposition of nei

He also showed that real wages have f allen 70% over

period.

D) He noted that nmost foreign direct investment in ME

speculative capital, or hot money, rather than direct

investment (for industrjial plants, eg). Overali two-

ail foreign investment in Mexico durinai 1994 wa-s -,s(



sector (the military and police). A variety of statistios were

used to demonstrate this empirically.

G) By way of conclusion, Professor Saxe-Fernandez suggested that

there were three essential sites of integration associated with

NAFTA: economic, governmental, and the popular sector led by

NGOs. It is the third site that merits more attention, in his

estimation. Other panels members emphasizes that they concur.

5) Professor Harry Cleaver, Department of Economics, University

of Texas at Austin.

A) Professor Cleaver provided an historical background of social

struggle and political awareness in the United States, especially

ainong studenits, as it relates to the current Mexican crisis.

B) He traced the evolution of the internet site which he created

- Chiapas95, which 4.s arguably ang the most important internet

sites ever created. He indicated that fri<ends in Europe asked



were flot expected.

D) Sites such as his, he indicated, have served as
devices which have radically altered security. ThE
he argued, might have been exterminated militarily

been for communication devices such as the Internet
shined the floodlights of world attention on Chiapa

E) The internet's ef fri-z rf 4 l1- 1 .1 1 .
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6) Dr. James Rochljn, Dept of Political Science, Okanagan
University College.

A) Dr Rochlin provided a brief summary of his book, Redefirzing
Mexican Security, and also provided a summary-conclusion of the
Conference.

B) The issues of Mexican Security and of human rights are
relativeîy new topics of research and discussion, since they were
flot mentioned until after NAFTA took effect.

D) When one refers to the Mexican -crisis', this is in relation
ta long period of Mexican stability that stretched from the

Zevolution until 1982. It is empiricaîîy observable that Mexican
;ecurity problems - and associated problems of human rights
,ommenced with the inequities surrounding neoliberalism beginning
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E> Transnational NGO networks represent a key to mexican

democratization and to the defense of humnan rights. As one

coznponent of social movements, these have the ability to cri

new democratic force, and can serve some of the functiois

previously performed by political parties during an earlier

period of national production and national sovereignty.

F) While considerable academic and NGO work focusses on Chi2

the qeneral issue of Mexican securitv untier NAPrPA TT
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Mexican Human Rights and Canadian Policy Options

The following are conclusions whîch emerged f rom Conference

Speakers, and f rom the audience.

1> More research needs to be conducted regarding the root of

Mexican insecurity and human rights abuses, and the threats that

are posed to Canadian interests within NAFTA. The Canadian

Government should sponsor more Canadian research on these issues,

and should re-instate research grants through programs such as

the Cooperative Security Competition Program.

For Canada to have a truly credible foreign policy, Canada

must also have sufficient Canadian research which informs such

policy.

2) Transnational NGO networks are key ta Mexican democratization,

and to the struggle against human rights. The Canadian

Government should provide seed money for the organization of such

networks (through funding preliminary conferences and meetings,
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4) Even if Canada is unwilling to link trade with human rights,
it should at least pay attention to the Mexican security crisis
and to the growing human rights problem. The trade mission whi
recently visited Mexi.co ignored the Acteal massacre and other
dimensions of Mexican human rights and security. This makas

Canada look weak, visionless, and disinterested in the Mexican

crisis.

5) moe comuputers and cyber-trainina for MAyinAn
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the mention that wealth is being distributed more ineguitably

than ever, and that real wages have plummeted over the last 15

years.

Mexico is being militarized ta an unprecedented extent, and

the security crisis is worsening. There is a perception that

Canada is ignoring the crisis, leaving the US to direct military

affairs in Mexico under NAFTA.
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